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Summary__________________________________________________________
Bitter Roots (Book 1 of Bitter Root Mysteries)
Murder in a small town is always personal.
Dispatcher Zak Waller prefers working behind the scenes in the Sheriff’s Office of Lost Trail,
Montana, but when a newcomer to the sparsely populated town is brutally murdered—and the
Sheriff is quick to pin the death on an unknown outsider—Zak starts his own private sleuthing.
On the surface Lost Trail is a picture-perfect western town, offering a simple way of life revolving
around the local ranches and ski hill. But almost everyone has a secret to protect, and no one knows
that more than Zak. He’s part of a younger generation hoping to revitalize the town. But evil has dug
in deeper than he knows.
Perfect for fans of the British television film, Broadchurch.
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Others book from C.J. Carmichael
BURIED
Buried (book 1, Twisted Cedars Mysteries Trilogy)
In the coastal town of Twisted Cedars, Oregon an ugly secret from the past has been festering for over thirty years when five librarians
were targeted by a serial killer. Now an anonymous emailer wants true crime writer Dougal Lachlan to tell the story. To uncover the
truth Dougal enlists the help of local Twisted Cedar librarian Charlotte Hammond.
Since the disappearance of her older sister, Daisy, eight ...

A DAUGHTER'S PLACE
What’s a single mother do when she’s run out of options?
After her father kicked her off the family farm because she was pregnant, seventeen-year-old Libby
Bateson swore she’d never go back. She and her daughter, Nicole, have scraped by in the city for the past
eight years, but when Libby finds out Nicole is being bullied and under-performing at school, she decides
it’s time to swallow her pride.
Going home isn’t easy. Libby finds the farmhouse neglected and ...
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